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THE INTEGRATRON

The picture on the front page of this issue of the "Proceedings" shows two of the men working on this giant machine.

Herbert Kelley, Director of Operations and Maintenance, is shown standing on top of the "Integratron". Nathan Councilman, Vice President of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., is standing on the rim. Both of these men are finishing the mammoth job of painting this four story high machine in this picture.

On page 3, they can be seen on the revolving ladder used for all exterior maintenance above the rim. Below them, mounted in the bearings, can be seen the 55 foot diameter electro-static armature.

On page 4, you are looking up from the ground at a portion of the upper armature. As we go to press, with this issue of the "Proceedings", we are installing the air turbines, and jets, to drive this armature spinner. It weighs over half a ton, is 30 inches wide, and will be covered with sheet fibreglass.

We wish to thank those of you who have sent in gifts of money to carry this project this far. The pictures show our progress. As we go to press with this issue of the "Proceedings", we are forced to shut this work down and stop all progress due to lack of funds.

BOOK

The book "Religion and Science Merged" may be ordered directly from the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc. The address is on the back page of this issue of the "Proceedings". The price is $3.50 postpaid.
MARS, MOONS AND MALARKEY

Well the taxpayers who footed the bill for Mariner 6 and 7, to Mars, got the old malarky again. The public was shown the pictures on television as the telemetry formed them, from a distance of a hundred thousand miles from Mars. Then they announced that there would be a two hour delay in the closeups from 2000 miles away from Mars. Why the 2 hour delay on the closeups? Obviously the experts wanted time to analyse the pictures and decide what "little brothers" should be shown.

One picture showed a large sharply defined crater with a long dark area in it that was not a shadow. Another picture showed a perfectly round crater completely enclosing a square that touched the crater rim with its corners. In another smooth valley area, were square block-shaped objects that appeared to be the same size.

The equator of Mars is inclined about 24° to the plane of it's orbit. About ¾° more than the earth. It's period of rotation makes it's day about ½ hour longer than the earths.

Phobos, and Deimos, the two moons around Mars, were discovered by Asaph Hall in 1877. In 1721, one hundred and fifty-six years earlier, Dean Swift in his book "Gulliver's Travels" described the moons around Mars. Phobos is the only known body in the Solar System that rises in the West and sets in the East. Phobos orbits around Mars in 7 hours and 39 minutes. This means that it goes around Mars 3 times in one day. Our moon takes 28 days to go around the earth once.

Phobos is about 3,700 miles from the surface of Mars, while our moon is about 240,000 miles away.

In our 2000 mile out pictures of Mars, why wasn't the public shown any pictures of Phobos? The Russian space scientists say it is a hollow man-made satellite. Relative to it's size, speed in orbit, distance from the surface, gravity attraction and centrifugal force, it cannot be a solid body.
Why the secrecy: Why is the public excluded from seeing the pictures? Why doesn't authority want to admit there are other people out there? Why?

T. Galen Hieronymus tracked the Apollo 11 moon astronauts, Armstrong, Collins and Aldren. His "Eloptic Energy" receiver recorded a lethal radiation belt around our moon. It appeared to extend from 15 feet off the surface of the moon, out to 65 miles. Because the moon does not rotate like the earth, this appears to be a dispersed Van Allen belt. He recorded a very high beneficial reaction while the astronauts were out of the L.E.M. on the moons surface.

We are analysing the Apollo 11 report, and comparing it with the Apollo 8 moon orbital flight. Soon this combination report will be available to those who want it. Do not write to us. Write to T. Galen Hieronymus, P.O. Box 77, Lakemont, Georgia 30552. (The price has not been set on this report.)

Several years ago a capsule was fired from Vandenburg, the West coast equivalent of the Cape Kennedy Space Launch Center, in Florida. When it was recovered, it weighed less than when it was launched. Much less.

In a recent contact with a friend from the N.A.S.A. Apollo flight series, he told me that all of the Moon flight capsules from Apollo 8 on through Apollo 11, have weighed less when they returned, than they did when they were launched. Now the metals also have less density.

What will be interesting to find out, as an after effect, is whether this will be beneficial, or detrimental, to the astronauts who were in these Apollo capsules. Certainly any radiation in space that can change the weight and density of metals, will have some effect on them.

These men, who risked all, to make these true space flights, are to be highly honored and respected. Let us hope that the future holds much for them in health and happiness.
BEFORE THE ATOM

Space is energy in a static state. Matter is energy in a condensed state. The energy in matter is not static. Every atom of it's matrix is in motion. It is in constant change through erosion, corrosion, and the decay of it's atomic structure.

Space is the static essence of pure intelligence and is the Infinite Creative Mind that knows all and everything. Discoveries, inventions, and all new things are derived from this Absolute Mind. No function, act, or principle, can be employed by mankind, that was not already operating by some natural law somewhere throughout time. This static conductor of thought is the absolute time that occupies every atom, molecule, cell, and individual that manifests separate levels of action from the stillness of mind.

The Creative Spirit isn't dead. Anyone who professes this has reverted back to the animal state of unconsciousness and caused the spirit within to become dormant. They have rejected the very essence that makes them man.

Ignorance demands something they can see, or sense with the five animal senses, in order to accept God. Thus they must have effigies, a man on a cross, or statues, to comprehend their God. They cannot comprehend that the Infinite Spirit is manifesting in every atom and cell of their physical bodies.

Atoms are the first level of creation and are perfect in their order. An atom of hydrogen is identical with every other atom of hydrogen. It's mass, it's atomic weight, it's position in the society of the elements, it's boiling point, it's melting point, it's electron structure, and oxidation state and density, are exact. Could this have been the product of evolution? If so from where did it come to achieve such identical order in it's makeup?

Hydrogen functions for it's purposes, within it's created limits, because it cannot manifest anything except that which it was created for.
Humans are an assimilated mass of billions of billions of atoms in their physical matrix. They are what they are, because this environment on this particular planet requires that they be that way, in order to manifest here.

One adult human is composed of approximately 300 trillion cells. Each cell is a living entity unto itself and performs all of its activities within its limits. It knows what to do because that perfect Absolute Mind runs it. It takes about 250 cells, end to end, to reach one inch. The combined cell structure of one adult human, placed end to end, would go around the world, at the equator, over 200 times. Can the activities of these trillions of cells in one human body, each performing its job in harmony and order with all of the others, be accidental, or evolutionary? This alone, in its function of one human physical body, proves a mind control beyond brain understanding.

Then when one realizes that each of these trillions of cells is composed of genes, chromosomes, and other parts, each performing their functions within the cell, one begins to grasp the order and ability of the perfect Mind; of an Infinite God in manifesting one human being.

Those humans who are with God, allow Him to run them in their complex makeup. Those who are not with God are dreaming up new additives, or taking them to try to make the body work differently with makeshift human ideas that are not part of natural human assimilation.

This Perfect Mind that makes all of these things, and keeps them working, will respond from Its static state if one activates a response from It. You will not get a response from this Perfect Mind by bowing, kneeling, praying, or begging for help whenever the occasion demands it. You will only get a response by continually admiring It, loving It and respecting It in supplication and reverence.

Do all things in moderation is God's command and law. Treat others as you like to be treated. Have courtesy and respect for that part of God manifesting in everyone you come in contact with, if you would have God respond in you when you need Him.

The laws this Perfect Mind made in atoms, solar systems, and people cannot respond in violation of It's
own laws. One has to build up a deposit of response, under God's law of reciprocation, or He cannot give anything back to you. If you, as a matrix of trillions of God's cell creations, recognize this order and activity and think love and admiration and appreciation to them for their daily work in making you function, you will be surprised at your well being.

You are in God and God is in you. If you find God in yourself, and others, you do not need to seek the Infinite Incomprehensible God out there, in space.

In the space you occupy, you are the most important assembly of complex structure, that can manifest God where you are.

Each person is the center of the Universe unto themselves. From within them God sees everything from their individual point of view and understands and responds according to their actions. God is not an "indian giver", and He gave man the right of free choice. Use it accordingly.

NEED

The Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., is in need of a used car. If any of our readers have a car, and wish to donate it to the Ministry, we will send someone to drive it here. Transportation is one of our biggest requirements, since we are located 17 miles North of Yucca Valley. A percentage of the value of the car is deductible as a gift in California, under State tax laws.

NEW BOARD DIRECTOR

Margaret Shindollar, has accepted the Directorship of her husband, Russell Shindollar, who died this year, in an industrial accident.

The Board of Directors are pleased to have Margaret fill the unexpired time, until the Board of Directors election in December.
RESONANCE, E.S.P., AND MIND

Many people are aware of the ability of a certain note being played on a violin, breaking a glass. When the vibration of the violin string transmits through the air, it produces a resonating vibration in the glass. Not being flexible enough to respond, the glass breaks.

This occurs in the sonic range of vibration and requires the air of our atmosphere as a medium to conduct the vibration. Popcorn can be popped with sound. Clothes can be cleaned with sound and holes have been drilled with sound vibrations. Concussion in war from big shells exploding, has caused the deaths of many soldiers by brain damage, because they were in resonance with the sound.

Resonance can occur in the structures of buildings, aircraft, and other objects that cause them to come apart like the glass.

Extra Sensory Perception is not extra at all. It works in any one that is in resonance with the transmission, and it is not subject to either distance, or time. Where resonance is achieved through the air, the inanimate glass breaks because of the violin string vibration. In animate resonance, it is achieved through mind as the conductor, instead of air. Both principles are the same, but in different mediums as the conductor.

All living things are in resonance with mind. Some more, some less. From the tiniest insect, the smallest living cell, birds, fish, animals, and man, these each are in their own octave of life, but all have harmonics between the octaves. They all have one common bond between each other in mind.

We have assumed that because air does not exist in space that there is nothing in space. Science says space is a vacuum and it is relative to atmosphere. Mind exists in space. It is the essence of all that manifests in space from atoms, and people, to galaxies.

Mind is the medium of instant communication. It is not electrical. It is not magnetic, and it is
indestructable. It has no limits to time, or speed. There is only one infinite all penetrating ever-present boundless Mind. All living things use that portion of this absolute mind that they are capable of assimilating. No one has a mind of their own. We all use the same mind. Animals, birds, fish, and insects use it, and we call their natural ability "instinct". People become aware of it at times, and we call this "intuition".

Thomas Galen Hieronymus used a part of this Mind in tracking the astronauts to the Moon and back. Cleve Baxter used some of it in his proof of living cell communication. Peter Hurkos uses it when he is "turned on" or aware at the time. Bees use it. Homing pigeons use it. Mind is always here to use. Adrian Clark tried to explain it in his book "Cosmic Mysteries of the Universe". True spiritual mediums use it in trances. De La Warr used this essence of mind as described in his book, "New Worlds Beyond The Atom". Dr. Ruth Drown used it to take X-ray type pictures of patients anywhere in the world, by tuning in to their frequency through a drop of the patients blood. Mind is the perfect conductor. It needs no poles, or wires.

True predictions, and prophecy, are the result of some people finding out how to assimilate, or penetrate, this infinity of Absolute Mind that knows everything.

Medical science has often referred to "a sympathetic nervous system", when a woman had a baby and her husband had birth pains. This was the communication of the wife's abdominal cell structure to the husband's cell structure through mind, which was the medium of communication.

One can't hide from this static essence of Universal Mind. It is with you asleep, or awake, here and hereafter. It was here before and will eternally be, everywhere. Prayer has always been considered the spiritual way to activate a response from it. Mind doesn't seek recognition, or rewards, for it's manifestations and creations. All of It's cell creations perform the purposes they were created for. No legislators make laws. No teachers educate them. Everything on the earth fulfills the purpose Mind created it for, except people.
If people could all use E.S.P. now, they would change their ways.

The future is already established in Mind. This Intelligence is only waiting for the planet to turn on it's polar axis so many days, so that the motion will bring about a time of reciprocation for the violation of Minds laws.

Where mankind, who was given the right to choose, put brain education before intelligence, made thousands of laws to escape the Golden Rule, and engineered methods of destruction and death to make money, they violated natural law. Nature's laws of cause and effect reciprocate in equality to the extent of their violation.

Brains, computers, and experts, cannot solve the problems. The violation has gone beyond the point of no return. Nature doesn't recognize position. Mind in its static perfection is waiting and watching for resonance to establish balance.

"PROCEEDINGS"

This issue of the "Proceedings" starts our 17th year of it's publication. We thank those of you who have supported it's cost in postage and printing. Over the years we have tried to bring to you information that you cannot find in print anywhere else.

Since the response to the question of having a page devoted to readers comments, was 99% negative, we will not be printing readers comments.

In the last issue of the "Proceedings" we remarked about atmospheric temperature extremes, and we said "watch what happens weatherwise the rest of this year". Since then, high temperature and humidity records have been exceeded worldwide. "Camille" tore up three states, and we have three months to go yet. Transportation disasters on land, sea, and in the air, will be excessive throughout the winter.

Write to us and let us know of any unusual activities in your area. We like to hear from you.

This issue is being written in the first week in September.
IDIオスCRASIES

Putting the pieces together does not present a pretty picture for the future. Perhaps the following information will help you to be aware of what is taking place.

Price and wage controls are on the way as sure as we are presenting this. Commodities in the markets are being plastered with notices on cartons and bottles, that the item is so many cents below the regular price. Of course the price control law will set a ceiling on the regular price of items. Then the item can be raised in price, to whatever the item was labeled below the regular price. This is planned by the manufacturers who know what is coming.

South Korea and South Vietnam are stocked with supplies and armaments for a much bigger war than either the Korean, or Vietnamesse wars, according to military friends returning from the far East. North Korea, and North Vietnam present the only land entries into China, outside of the Russian frontier which is armed to the teeth on both sides. All other land entries to China are blocked by the Himalayan mountains.

Some civilian items are becoming scarce because they are also military items, required during large manpower operations, in war.

Mouth to ear communication is becoming necessary because no secret communication by phone, radio, or wire, is possible without the possibility of tapping, or code breakdown. Thus you see the leaders of nations traveling a lot between allied powers for personal conferences.

Big money interests, oil companies, finance companies, insurance firms, churches, and banks, are pouring most of their paper assets into buildings and real property. They know what is coming.

The President holds a meeting with the States Governors, and afterward they start traveling around
hurriedly, and both the President and state officials announce extraordinary economic measures.

Our space program ends with the Apollo series. Government cannot run, or finance a space program and a major war at the same time.

Sudden airline expansion has been started across the Pacific Ocean, far beyond the need for domestic travelers.

Intrigue on top of intrigue; and these are only a few of the events that are casting an ominous shadow before them. The Bible says, "Get out from among them".

Each of you must decide whether you need to prepare for the future. There is little time left.

SPACE CONVENTION

The 16th Annual Space Convention being held October 11th and 12th at Giant Rock Airport, is not a part of the function of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc. This event is conducted as a personal activity by George W. Van Tassel who operates the airport.

F.C.C. - HEAR THIS

The Federal Communications Commission is established as a control over broadcasting.

The commercials on television, selling cigarettes, and the anti-smoking commercials about "joining the unhooked generation", etc., are in direct conflict with each other. One, or the other, or both, should be eliminated.